
Name: _______________________________   Date: ______________________ 

Plural Nouns 

 

 

Singular noun is the name of only one person, place or thing. 
 examples: boy, ground 
 
Plural noun is the name of more than one person, place or thing. 
 examples: books, dishes 
 
Singular: My mother has a colorful dish. 
 
Plural: My mother has many colorful dishes. 
 
Most singular nouns can be simply made plural by  
just adding an 's' to the end.  
Nouns ending with letters x, z, s, sh and ch can be  
changed to plural by adding an 'es' to the end. 
         
 
Add an s or es at the end of each word to form the plural. 

1. plant  ___________  2. witch  ___________ 

3. fox  ___________  4. bush  ___________ 

5. light  ___________  6. trash  ___________ 

7. branch  ___________  8. banana ___________ 

9. peach  ___________  10. box  ___________ 

11. table  ___________  12. sketch  ___________ 

13. fax  ___________  14. pox  ___________ 

15. dress  ___________  16. egg  ___________ 

17. pitch  ___________  18. bus  ___________ 

19. radish  ___________  20. waltz  ___________ 

Write a sentence with a Singular and Plural noun? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



ANSWER KEY 

Plural Nouns 

 

 
Singular noun is the name of only one person, place or thing. 
 examples: boy, ground 
 
Plural noun is the name of more than one person, place or thing. 
 examples: books, dishes 
 
Singular: My mother has a colorful dish. 
 
Plural: My mother has many colorful dishes. 
 
Most singular nouns can be simply made plural by  
just adding an 's' to the end.  
Nouns ending with letters x, z, s, sh and ch can be  
changed to plural by adding an 'es' to the end. 
         
 
Add an s or es at the end of each word to form the plural. 

1. plant  plants   2. witch  witches 

3. fox  foxes   4. bush  bushes 

5. light  lights   6. trash  trashes 

7. branch  branches  8. banana bananas 

9. peach  peaches  10. box  boxes 

11. table  tables   12. sketch  sketches 

13. fax  faxes   14. pox  poxes 

15. dress  dresses  16. egg  eggs 

17. pitch  pitches   18. bus  buses 

19. radish  radishes  20. waltz  waltzes 

Write a sentence with a Singular and Plural noun? 

The hens in the pen were chuckling on the wheat field. 

Singular Nouns: Pen, wheat, field 

Plural Nouns: Hens 

 


